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NEWS & Notes From the MSESC

“While you have this time off it is going
to be very important that we make certain that we do the very best we can on
the outside of the school walls if you do
expect to return to the inside of the
school walls.“
-Shannon Cox, MCESC Superintendent
When students at The Montgomery County Educational Service Center’s Learning Centers West and North headed home for the
Thanksgiving break they learned they will have some additional time at home. The MCESC has announced the students at West and
North will leave for break as planned on November 19 and not return to onsite classes until January 11, 2021.
“It’s not an easy decision to make but as of now, it is the right decision,” said Shannon Cox, MCESC Superintendent. “The Thanksgiving break, followed closely by the Winter Holidays and New Year break provides us with the opportunity to revise the calendar to
capitalize on the continuity of learning this spring.”
After not seeing any school-related COVID numbers the entire first quarter, the past few weeks have seen an increase in numbers,
particularly quarantining for staff. The trend at MCESC follows the state trend of escalating COVID numbers.
The MCESC Learning Center calendar will be adjusted, extending learning into June.

EMPLOYEE CARE NEWS
FROM: Bonnie Terry, Director, Employee Relations
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)

Seasonal affective disorder is often an unrecognized problem that
accompanies the holiday season. As daylight diminishes and the
weather causes many of us to spend more time indoors, many people are affected to some degree by a type of depression known as
seasonal affective disorder (Scott, 2020). It is a subtle but very real
condition that can be a source of depression and stress. Try to spend
some time outside every day, even if it is just for a few minutes. Even
when is it is cloudy the effects of daylight will still help. A healthy diet,
exercise, and adequate sleep can minimize the effects of seasonal
affective disorder.
*excerpt from Premier Health Newsletter
Please check your MCESC email in-box for the entire Employee Care Newsletter sent to all on November 20.
There are excellent tips on managing stress during the holidays, particularly during the pandemic.

News & Notes from the MCESC
MCESC Autism & Low-Incidence Coaching Team (ACT)
The ACT team recently had the opportunity to present their virtual
poster session Give Me a Break!: Choosing the Right Kind of Break
for the Needs of Your Student at the nation's premier autism & disabilities conference, OCALICONLINE2020. This is a popular training
topic for districts in the region and they were excited to share the information on a national stage. Find ACT on social media to learn
more about their upcoming trainings and how they are supporting
districts: ACT Social Media

SCENES FROM THE MCESC!

BE SURE TO FOLLOW THE
MCESC ON

Who Can?
Cheyanne Masters CAN!
LC North student Cheyanne
Masters has been selected as
the Grand Prize winner in the
2021 Montgomery County
Environmental Calendar Contest! Her art is displayed on
the County Environmental
calendar cover!
Two classmates, Tay Brown
and Genesis Kemp were runners-up. Huge Kudos to art
teacher Frances Cooper!

DECEMBER
IS

STRESS-AWARENESS
MONTH!
The change you seek is inside of you - lead with a healthy step
and ensure that your best days lie ahead. EPC Wellness is designed to help you change your health by changing your habits.

Stress less this holiday season.

You've made your list and you've checked it twice, but your holiday
to-do list is longer than Santa's naughty or nice list. Thinking about
all the things you need to take care of during the winter season
can be stressful and overwhelming. Here are a few things you can
do to minimize the stress that accompanies the holidays:
 Set a holiday budget. Before you begin shopping, decide how
much money you can afford to spend and stick to your budget.
 Plan ahead. Set aside specific days for shopping, baking, visiting friends and other activities.
 Learn to say no. Saying yes to every invite or volunteer job
could leave you resentful and overwhelmed.
 Go for a walk. A brisk half-hour walk can decrease stress and
anxiety.
 Get plenty of sleep. Don't sacrifice sleep to fit in one more
task.

